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Hark! a shady Englishman, direct from London, Va., L. A. F.

Living is like skating; practice makes perfect; only beginners fall in love.

"College" Thompson has joined a high school frat in the city: good riddance.

My, how things are changed; Can you imagine Green cutting German to stroll?

T. B. D. Dyett is now eating in Miner Hall. Thanks to Dean Cook and the bell.

Big Tucker is lost in the toils of a pretty maiden of Miner Hall. Every boy is due in it.

Prof. Syphax in Trigonometry class: "Mr. Cary, what are the functions of A?" Answer, Caesar: "Sin, so kind."

Brick-top Middleton has a friend with a redder dome than his in the person of Dean Ethaniel Theophilus Hart.

All Sophs in need of cash will be able to obviate the embarrassment by seeing Winston "privately" any time before the rush.

Goodloe says that he is going to stick close to Milbourn and Grinnage and get himself set right in Miner Hall from the start.

Prof. Thomas: "Miss B, what is a dipthong?"

Miss B: "Professor, I can't explain it, but I can draw one on the board."

D. D. Mattocks, the "Penrose Tammany" of the "Subs" has announced his candidacy for the presidency of the U. S. of Howard University.

Fred Carter says that just one word from Miss S., of the Sophomore class, will change his whole course: Fred is taking the Scientific course: there's a reason.


Wilson was told not to come to Miner Hall until Miss. S. had looked over all the new boys to see if there were any that she liked better than him. The poor boy is thinking of leaving school.

Fowlkes paid Brown twenty-five cents not to tell Josephine that he was washing. With Green it was a little different; when Brown asked for the hush money Green replied, "Ich ker Beble" and kept on rubbing.
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